When the vowel sound is nasalized it is shown by a small twist of the wrist.

The sound /ə/ is borrowed from the English.

Positions of the vowel sounds

Clued Speech: Urdu
Hands shapes for consonant sounds

Consomante sounds in black are voiced; those in orange are unvoiced.
Handsshapes for consonant sounds
Handsshapes for consonant sounds

Consommat sounds in black are voiced; those in orange are unvoiced.

b, d, g, p, t, k, D, G, P, T, K

These voiced sounds / b, d, g, p, t, k /
These voiceless sounds / B, D, G, P, T, K /

ch, zh, zh, D, Z

k

gh

j

sh, th

l, M, F, F

These sounds should be cued as two separate sounds.
The sound /æ/ is borrowed from the English
When the vowel sound is nasalized it is shown by a small twist of the wrist

Positions of the vowel sounds

Phonetics: Urdu